hmz 32(136,226-1,374,335)x1-2  -18p11.32p11.21(1,373,923-14,734,334) 2(17,352,340-20,640,934) 31(136,226-7,089,771)x1-2  -18q11.2q23(23,627,402-78,014,123) 3(173,749,574-177,902,889) 2(26,254,603-31,087,928)x1-2  -19p13.3p13.11(260,911-17,387,176) 11(132,449,936-132,795,093)x3  -17q25.3(78,366,131-78,398,120) x1
Small gains on 9p and 17q with unknown significance. 2(120,549,228-120,606,931)x1-2  -3q26.2q29(170,650,651-197,851,986) x2-3 -7q21. 12q36.3(88,109,148-159,119,707)x1-2  -15q11.2(22,770,421-23,291,159) 1(28,769,131-31,940,611) hmz  -18q21.2q23(49,708,959-78,014,123)x1-2  -21q22.13q22.3(38,189,113-48,097,372) 3(90,333,513-159,119,707) 3(139,802,110-148,374,082) hmz -3q12. 3q13.11(102,246,060-105,914,183 ) hmz -4q32. 1q32.2(157,612,290-162,375,382) 1(18,860,660-22,217,883) 3(46,463,672-90,155,062)x1-2  -17p13.3p11.1(1,397,388-22,261,792) 
